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Disclaimer

All materials contained in this presentation, including any analysis,
comments, remarks, opinions and pointers are for information, debate
and discussions ONLY. No warranty of their accuracy, completeness,
timeliness or reliability is implied.
Any reliance on these materials in any way assumes total exemption of
any liability whatsoever of Andrew Leung International Consultants
and Investments Limited and Andrew K P Leung including all their
current and future Affiliates, Associates or Assigns.
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What caused it?

Putin’s sense of national humiliation by the West

Ukraine’s territorial and cultural affinity with Russia

400,000 western Ukrainians served Hitler during WWII, 4 million served the Red Army.
Most Ukrainians value Russian education, civilization, city and industrial development.

Minsk Agreements I (2014) & II (2015) failed to stop Russia-backed separatism– Donetsk & Luhansk

Waves of NATO eastward expansion

NATO’s 2008 Bucharest Declaration

“Orange Revolution” on Maidan Square, Kyiv, 2014
Ukrainian population unhappy with the corrupt government under pro-Russia president, Viktor Yanukovych, who
decided to end talks to join EU free-trade agreement, sparked protests in the streets of Kiev.

Fear of a “Cuban” missile scenario from Ukraine

Ukrainian
NATO missiles
take less than 5
min to reach
Moscow

Azov Battalion – neo-Nazi tendencies
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

A neo-Nazi former paramilitary group, now upgraded to
Regiment as part of Ukraine’s National Guard
Based in Mariupol in the Azov Sea coastal region
Initially formed as a volunteer group in May 2014 out of the
ultra-nationalist Patriot of Ukraine gang, and the neo-Nazi
Social National Assembly (SNA) group. Both groups engaged
in xenophobic and neo-Nazi white-supremacist ideals with
American links.
In March 2015, a battalion spokesman told USA Today that
around 10–20% of the unit were Nazis
In January 2018, Azov carried out pogroms against the Roma
community and the LGBTQ community.
Ukraine has emerged as a new hub for the far-right across the
world, volunteering to join Azov training units to gain combat
experience.
In 2018, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a provision
blocking any training of Azov members by American forces,
citing its neo-Nazi connections.
In October 2019, US Democratic Party asked that the Azov
Battalion and two other far-right groups be classified as
a Foreign Terrorist Organization by the US State
Department.
A few Azov members even took part in HK’s “black protests”

Why NOW?

Putin judged it’s better now than never
Perceived US preoccupation with
China in Asia Pacific

2008 New Look military reform greatly
enhanced its power projection – 60 hrs to
reach Latvia and Estonia (p. 196)

Risk of nuclear Armageddon ties US &
NATO hands over Ukraine War

Miscalculation
and recalibration?

Ukrainian tenacity, Western arms and Russian military ineptitude
Stalling, with heavy casualties)
US-made portable Javelin anti-tank missiles

UK-supplied NLAW (Next –Generation, Light
Anti-tank Weapon)

Catastrophic mistake or a calculated winnable strategy from the start?
•Moscow announced on 25.03.22 – 1st Phase of Ukraine
"special operation“ completed: 93% of Luhansk province
"liberated" by the self-proclaimed Luhansk People's Republic
(LNR), while Donetsk People's Republic (DNR) has taken
control over 54% in Donetsk province.1,351 servicemen have
died and 3,825 have been injured.
•“Russia Couldn’t Occupy Ukraine if It Wanted to” - The
Russian military has too much experience to think a full-scale
invasion is a good idea, Foreign Policy, 3 February, 2022
•Miscalculations notwithstanding, the curious case of no
Blitzkrieg with the mighty Russian air force (3,863 advanced
warplanes, 2nd largest in the world) and apparent “paper
tiger” failure despite 14 years of New Look Military Reform
begs the question whether a more drawn-out “attrition
strategy” was planned to avoid too many civilian casualties and
destruction in light of ethnic and cultural Russian links

•Eastern part of Ukraine has Europe’s second largest gas
reserve after Norway.
•If so, popular mantra of possible Putin ouster and
accelerated collapse of Russia seems overhyped.

IMPACT
(5th round Russia-Ukraine negotiations
(29.3.2022) shows promise for peace)

Refugee tsunami of 3.6 m and more pouring into neighbouring countries

Ukrainian nationalism boosted with worldwide support

Western euphoria of triumphalism

“We are choking off Russia’s access to technology that will sap its
economic strength and weaken its military for years to come.”
“When the history of this era is written Putin’s war on Ukraine
will have left Russia weaker and the rest of the world stronger.”

Never has EU become so united!

2006

EU army on the cards

China’s dilemma
China’s UN bulwark against US
interference and unilateralism

February 2022 5000-word
No-Limits Partnership Communique

Great complementarity – Russia’s
energy and agriculture and China’s
manufactured goods.
Pushed into a marriage of
convenience by US hostility

R2P invoked but opposed by China
and Russia, for NATO intervention
in Kosovo in 1999.

China also
imports
military
technology,
e.g. VARYAG
aircraft
carrier and
navy jet
prototype

War and sanctions decouple supply and value chains including the BRI

Financial disruptions as Russia denied SWIFT demands Russian energy to be paid in Roubles or gold
Unsettling world Currency, Oil, Agriculture, Food prices and Supply Chains

Massive hikes in energy, food, fertilizer, and minerals prices, especially across Europe …
Feeding global inflation fears, including the US, where anti-China trade war already stoked an inflationary spiral,
resulting in Fed rate increase momentum toxic for the economy and Biden’s mid-term elections.

…… and in rest of Eurasia, including Central Asia
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Aggressive use of sanctions threatens the dollar’s reign
•

•

•
•

•
•

Many countries shocked to see
Russia denied access to its Central
Reserve in the IMF’s Special
Drawing Rights (US$17 billion)
denominated in USD.
RMB currency swaps swell to
US$550 billion with 41 countries,
including South East Asia countries.
Russia’s trade and investment deals
with China move away from dollar
to Euro or the RMB.
Internationalization of RMB
picking up steam as Saudi Arabia
signalled use of RMB for oil deals
with China.
China’s digital sovereign currency
likely to gather momentum
worldwide.
The days of dollar’s “Exorbitant
Privilege” are numbered.

Dividing America’s hegemonic war on two fronts

Weakening confidence in relying on US to defend Taiwan
The head of Taiwan’s National
Security Bureau said the
Russian experience in Ukraine
has made it unlikely that
Beijing will invade during the
remainder of President Tsai
Ing-wen’s term.

But Chen Ming-tong warned
legislators that the island
must not let down its guard.

Belt and Road Initiative is likely to accelerate European penetration after dust settled

Eurasian Geopolitical Dynamics

Eurasia as geopolitical “Heartland” but China also benefits from “Rimland” power projection

John Spykman’s Rimland Theory
published early 1940s

•

John Mackinder (1861-1947)’s Political
Pivot of Geography posits Eurasian landmass
as heartland. He thought that whoever
controlled the heartland controlled the
world.

•

Nicholas Spykman (1893-1943)’s “rimland
theory” countered that the coastal littorals of
Eurasia are what matters, not the heartland,
including vulnerable landlocked states.

•

Spykman seemed prophetic –”China will be
a continental power of huge dimensions in
control of a large section of the littoral of
that middle sea…. When China becomes
strong …. It is quite possible to envisage the
day when this body of water will be
controlled not by British, American, or
Japanese sea power but by Chinese air
power.”
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Eurasia landmass including Central Asia encompasses world’s leading civilizations
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Central Asia part of Ancient Silk Road
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China’s great game in Central Asia and the Middle East
Shanghai
Cooperation
Organization

Afghanistan is extremely
resource rich, with an
abundance of coal, natural
gas, copper, lithium, gold,
iron ore, bauxite and prized
rare-earth mineral reserves
35

South Caucasus as key Eurasian network corridor
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The Belt and Road spelling China’s global ambitions
Connects Policy, Infrastructure, Trade, Finance and People-to-People reaching 126 countries, > 65% of world population, > 40% of world GDP.
Potential investment estimated at $5 trillion = Many times Marshal Plan ($120b in today’s prices). Objectives (1) To realize the China Dream (2) To
reinforce global connectivity (3) To meet global infrastructural deficits (UN’s SDG’s)(4) To escape US Asia-Pacific containment (5) To expand trade &
markets (6) To accelerate RMB internationalization (7) To utilize excess capacity (8) To redress internal regional disparities (9) To link up with Arctic
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A Digital Silk Road

A Pakistan & East
Africa Connecting
Europe (PEACE)
submarine cable is to
connect Gwadar in
Pakistan to Cyprus,
Egypt, France, and
Malta. Its second
phase will cover
Singapore and South
Africa.
38

with a Polar extension ……..
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In EU, China forges 16+1 cooperation framework with BRI and CEE Fund
Chinese premier Li Keqiang, visiting December 2014, pushed for a
multi-party agreement with Macedonia, Serbia and Hungary to set up a
‘China-Europe Land-Sea Express’ (中欧陆海快线) to facilitate shipping
of goods from Greece to Hungary (and further on to western Europe).
Amounting to 10 billion Euro, the China-CEE Fund, incorporated in Luxemburg, is
sponsored by Export-Import Bank of China and Hungarian Export-Import Bank.
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Italy aspires to becoming European hub for Maritime Silk Road
500 billion
euro plan
for
TransEuropean
Transport
Network
(TEN-T)
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US-China relations

China Threat paranoia? “US decline” overblown?
2018

America’s enduring supremacy
• Geography – Two-ocean buffers and no threatening
neighbours
• Abundance of natural resources, including food,
energy, water and waterways
• Superior demographics - working-age population
growing throughout century with steady working
median age. China’s “demographic cliff” - losing
50% workforce in this century, median age surging to
50 by 2050
• Military sophistication, global reach and readiness 587 bases worldwide
• Dollar supremacy – “Exorbitant Privilege”
• Largest global network of allies and quasi-allies
• Consumer market = China + Japan + Germany + UK
+ France
• Home to most of the world’s top universities
• Popularity of American culture – Hollywood
• China unwilling or unable to shoulder global
43
responsibilities as global hegemon

Perceived China threat to US-led liberal world order

*

*

*
*

*Under threat

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

Authoritarianism
Human rights repression
Stifled civil society
Non-transparency
Predatory trade practices
Intellectual Property theft
China-centric
expansionism

*

*

*

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

*
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*

The Hundred –Year Marathon – Negative views of China

2015

2021

Hard pushback with “allies” across the world
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Threat of nuclear Armageddon saves Great Power rivalry from the brink?

2017
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China as America’s Enemy No. 1
US sanctions on
Xinjiang human rights

Decoupling

Advisor to President Biden

“We do not offer a constricting
belt or a one-way road”

China Mission Centre

AUKUS nuclear –powered
submarine alliance

“We don't offer a constricting
belt or a one-way road”.
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China’s stand on the Ukrainian Crisis
“Can you help me fight your friend so that I can concentrate
on fighting you later?”, CGTN host Ms Liu Xin

US wants China to condemn
and sanction Russia.

Dollar repatriation,
sale of weapons to
Ukraine and energy
to Europe, seizure
of Russian assets,

•

China will not help Russia militarily but will not
sacrifice normal trade with Russia as this will
affect energy, foodstuffs for many Chinese
people.

•

President Xi to President Biden – “Those who tied
a bell to the tiger are the best ones to untie it 解鈴
還需繫鈴人

•

US and NATO expected to take the initiative

•

China may be able to play a mediating role for a
“balanced, effective, and sustainable” solution.

•

A “Swiss Solution”, to be guaranteed by Russia,
the United States, the EU and NATO.

•

Ukraine is to become a completely neutral
country, vowing never to join NATO or the EU,
while preserving its own national sovereignty and
way of life, neither entirely pro-West nor subject
to Russian suzerainty.

China wins either way, albeit not entirely
Russian decks cleared for China’s brands, already rushing in. But US sanctions loom
•

NATO is likely to strengthen, EU more united behind US

•

Weaker or stronger, with EU estrangement, an embittered and ostracised
Russia is likely to become more dependent on China

•

For fear of secondary sanctions, Western investors have become more
guarded, leading to an outflow from China in the short to medium term.

•

Both Europe and America are weakened by sanction-driven food and fuel
inflationary spiral.

•

Fed tightening worsens economy and dims Biden’s chances at mid-term
elections.

Geely Atlas

•

With China as its larges established trading partner, a war-ravaged
Ukraine is likely to support its position as gateway for China’s European
Belt and Road.

Haval

•

China benefits from EU divisions : Hungary, Poland and the Western
Balkan countries including Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo,
Montenegro, North Macedonia and Serbia.

•

With worldwide sanctions on Russia and its exclusion from SWIFT, more
direct and third party payments are likely to use the RMB or Union Pay.
Even Saudi Arabia has signalled the use of RMB for bilateral oil deals
with China. With China’s rapid roll-out of its digital sovereign currency
(digital yuan), dollar hegemony is likely to be eroded.

•

More European energy supply to rely on oversea shipment, resulting in
huge demand for oil tankers. China is world’s largest shipbuilder along
with S Korea.

A peace deal for Ukraine will benefit China
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

China biggest customer for Ukraine’s riches - world’s largest
reserves of commercial-grade iron ore—30b tonnes of ore, 1/5 of
global total.
Second of natural gas reserves in Europe; fifth-largest exporter of
wheat; largest exporter of seed oils like sunflower and rapeseed.
coal mining, chemicals, mechanical products (aircraft, turbines,
locomotives and tractors); engineering technologies e.g. VARYAG
– The Liaoning of the PLAN
With China as largest trading partner, Ukraine critical route for
Russian energy supply to millions of homes and factories in
Europe, which gets 40% of its natural gas and 25% of its oil from
Russia.
Ukraine is a key European gateway for China’s European Belt and
Road, linking key transit ports and cities in Europe and Moscow.
BRI will see smoother linkages with Central Asia and rest of
Eurasia.
Even with peace restored, Europe is unlikely to welcome Russia
with open arms. With a weakening economy and millions of
Ukrainian refugees, Europe is likely to be more welcoming to
China’s trade and investments, even if guarded.
With Russia and Europe and rest of Eurasia more accommodative,
and its SE Asian influence consolidated by RCEP, the world’s
largest trading bloc, China’s comparative strength v US will grow.
With US economy embroiled by inflation and partisan politics, US
hegemony is likely to wane much further when China becomes
largest economy around 2030.

Re-emergence of a more
confident and assertive China
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Becoming world’s largest trader after joining WTO

And world’s largest manufacturer

Value-added, 2021

Central hub of global supply and value chain

Deeply embedded and further entrenched

130 countries
have China as
largest trading
partner v. 57
for the US
The Reshuffling Report,
Cheng Li, Brookings, 2
March, 2022

Emerging Asian Century where most are hedging their bets
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Global economic weight shifting from OECD to the developing world
Developing countries set to account for nearly 60% of
world GDP by 2030, according to OECD
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Starting to eclipse the United States
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Becoming the largest economy by early 2030’s
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Entrenched head start in 5G
Interview: Qualcomm president says China to lead the world in
5G scale (Xinhua| 08.12.2019)

5G Readiness by Country Report by Washington-DC based CTIA (Cellular
Telecommunications Industry Association ), 17 April, 2018
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Breathing down America’s neck on Big Data & Artificial Intelligence

AI being used
for Covid-19
diagnosis and
prediction

US Chief Technology Officer Michael Kratsios: China is
threatening America’s lead in the global artificial intelligence race,
SCMP 11.09.19. China has won AI battle with U.S., Pentagon's
former software chief, Nick Chaillan, told the Financial Times,
Reuters, 11 October, 2021

16 March 2020

China created “new world
order” in big data and AI
62
MIT Sloan Management Review, 24 July, 2018

Successful extraction of methane hydrates in South China Sea

•

•
•
•
•

22 October, 2019, a semi-submersible drilling
platform (Blue Whale One) measuring 117m x
92.7m x 118m tall in the South China Sea
achieved the world's first breakthrough in
extracting scalable quantities of methane
hydrates ("inflammable ice")
Compared to coal, oil, and natural gas, methane
hydrates a lot less polluting but 10X more
energy- rich per unit.
One cubic meter of methane hydrates is
equivalent to 160 cubic meters of natural gas.
Global reserve of methane hydrates is twice as
much as all other known fossil fuels combined,
enough for 1,000 years human consumption.
China's gas hydrates reserve estimated at 100 b
63 Sea.
tons oil-equivalents, 80% in South China

Becoming a greener superpower
China has pledged peak carbon emission by 2030 and carbon neutrality by 2060
Three Gorges Dam, world’s
largest hydroelectric
power station

World’s largest
Longyangxia 龙羊峡 Dam
Solar Park on Qinghai
Province high on Tibetan
Plateau - 850 MW (enough
for 200,000 households)

26% renewable energy by 2030
within reach according to
Elsevier, Dutch enterprise

World largest Gansu Wind Farm 20,000 MW by 2020.

• Energy Transitions Commission and Rocky Mountain
Institute finds that China is well positioned to attain
carbon neutrality as a fully developed economy by
2050.
• China accounts for 150,000 renewable energy
patents, about 30% of world’s total, far ahead of the
US (100,000), Japan (75,000) and the EU (75,000).
• China has the largest high-speed railway network, >
30,000 km, compared with US < 800km, to double to
70,000 km within 15 years, to connect all cities > ½ m
population
64

And a space superpower
China space station (Tiangong) on track for 2022,
likely to become only one as NASA-led
International Space Station is due to be decommissoned by 2030 (extended from 2024)

Chinese astronauts
outside space
station’s core module,
Tianhe, July 2021.

Over 600 days on
Moon’s far side, a
world first

First Chinese female
astronaut Liu Yang
65

A2/AD - Has the US already lost the South China Sea?

66

Gaining advantage (with Russia) in hypersonic weapons

DF-17 hypersonic boost-glide
missile (HGV)

Russia and China outpacing the United States in superfast hypersonic missile technology, Pentagon officials
and key lawmakers are warning, 27 March, 2018

The National Interest, ‘The new “Missile Gap”: America is losing to Russian and Chinese hypersonic weapons’, Dan
Goure, Ph.D., vice president at the Lexington Institute, a public-policy research think-tank.(18 December, 2019) 67

Taiwan and future of US-China relations
Harvard Kennedy School Belfer
Centre Report -Military Rivalry:
China vs the U.S December 2021

•

Era of US military primacy now over; every domain —air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace
contested by Russia and China.

•

Taiwan: "China has the capability to deliver a fait accompli ..... before Washington would be able to
decide how to respond", thanks to its sophisticated A2/AD (Anti-Access/Area Denial) capabilities.

•

Lesson from the Ukrainian Crisis – Speedy conclusion is of the essence. Only 8% of Taiwan’s
coastline is suitable for amphibious operations, the most difficult of war craft. Supply lines are very
vulnerable. Apart from US, the rest of the QUAD may intervene e.g. AUKUS submarines, missiles,
air force. Over 95% of Taiwanese (24 million people) oppose unification. Resistance will pose high
risks. Moreover, global censure could be stifling, permanently damaging China’s long-term image.
Always best to win without fighting – building up pressure and incentives towards negotiations for
peaceful unification well in advance of declared 2049 deadline.

•

Four possible scenarios: (1) Outright invasion (failure would pose existential risks for Xi) (2) Status
quo (US likely to step up playing the Taiwan card); (3) Wait until 2049 (too late for Xi’s China
Dream) and (4) Jumpstart amicable but substantive negotiations with a somewhat generous
deadline of, say , a few years. (by doubling down on economic, military (drills, deployments) and
diplomatic pressures. Sun Tzu’s diction of “Best to win without fighting” is preferred.

•

Ryan Haas, senior fellow at the Washington D.C.-based Brookings Institution, (December 2021) :
"the US and China residing within a single system, both deeply interconnected, neither capable of
imposing its will on the other through threat or use of military force, and neither capable of
mobilizing a bloc to counter the other — both sides will be pushed to find opportunities to gain
relative advantage over the other in long-term competition."
“the path to global leadership may not run through any attempt to “win” the US-China great power
competition, whatever that entails. It may be the result of which power proves most capable of
delivering solutions to challenges at home and abroad".
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Hong Kong

Indirect impact but rainbow beckons beyond the clouds

B&R to leverage HK’s strengths with One Country Two Systems

EY’s blueprint
71

…..and HK’s strategic strengths for the Greater Bay Area
1. Population 70 m > UK (66 m), 2x Canada
2. 12% of China’s GDP
3. Air freight traffic > NY, Tokyo and San
Francisco combined
4. 3 of world’s top ten containers ports (HK,
Shenzhen and Zhuhai)
5. HK one of world’s largest green bond markets
6. Massive demand for HK professional health
services
7. Macao partners with Zhuhai to boost broaderbased tourism e.g. Hengqin Island for
International Circus Festivals
8. Guangzhou developing into a dense multimodal transport hub
9. At 4% GDP, Shenzhen’s R&D investment on par
with South Korea and Israel. Lok Ma Zhou
Loop to create a new silicon valley with HK
10. Dongguan with 9,000 enterprises linked to
high-end manufacturing services.
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